Versatile and tough, the Energizer® Hardcase® Tactical BRAVO flashlight is built to withstand the roughest conditions. The white and colored LEDs each have 3 levels of light – high, medium or low. And the IR operates in either frontal or IFF mode. Both batteries are inserted positive end first. But reverse the orientation of 1 battery and the light still operates. Plus it serves as storage for the extra battery. The head swivels and locks at the 90° and 180° position and the tailcap is tethered to the light. And it survives a 3-meter drop.

**BRIGHT**
- High performance white LED provides 79 lumens on high setting

**SECURE**
- Lockout toggle switch prevents light activation to maintain night discipline.

**DURABLE**
- Survives 3-meter drop test
- Sturdy Nylon/ABS construction

**POWERFUL**
- Illuminates objects up to 48 meters away
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**HCT2GU21L**

---

**Before Using Your Flashlight:**
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.

Additional performance details

---

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.

Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.